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Abstract—The aim of this work is to study the performance of a mixed multiscale finite element method (MSFEM) for
eddy currents in laminated iron in three dimensions. The mixed multiscale approach uses the magnetic vector potential
and the current density. The weak form of the mixed MSFEM is presented. Simulations show the capability of the mixed
MSFEM to efficiently and accurately approximate eddy currents in laminates.
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I. Introduction

The magnetic flux density parallel to the lamination
is expanded by orthogonal basis functions proposed in
the MSFEM [1]. Contrary to [2] the magnetic vector
potential A and the current density J are unknown in
the present work. The mixed MSFEM considers also the
edge effect.

II. MSFEM of theMixed Formulation with A and J

Assuming the current density in the standard finite
element approach

Jh = − jωσAh (1)

also as unknown yields the following mixed weak form.

A. Weak Form of the Mixed FEM with A and J

Find (Ah, Jh) ∈ Vh,α := {(Ah, Jh) : Ah ∈ Uh, J0h ∈ Mh

and Ah × n = αh on Γ}, such that∫
Ω

ν curl Ah · curl vh dΩ −

∫
Ω

Jh · vh dΩ = 0 (2)

−

∫
Ω

Ah · gh dΩ +
j
ω

∫
Ω

1
σ

Jh · gh dΩ = 0 (3)

for all (vh, gh) ∈ Vh,0 with Uh ⊂ H(curl,Ω) and Mh ⊂

H(div,Ωm), where Ωm is the laminated domain, Ω the
entire domain and Γ its boundary.

B. Mixed Multiscale Approach with A and J

The mixed multiscale approach

Ã = A0 + φ1(0, A12, A13)T + ∇(φ1w1) (4)
J̃ = J0 + curl(φ2T2) (5)

has been constructed leading to the weak form below.

C. Weak Form of Mixed MSFEM with A and J
Find (A0h, A12h, A13h, w1h, J0h, T2h) ∈ Vh,α := {(A0h,

A12h, A13h, w1h, J0h, T2h) : A0h ∈ Uh, A12h and A13h ∈ Vh,
w1h ∈ Wh, T2h ∈ Uh, J0h ∈ Mh and A0h × n = αh on
ΓB}, such that∫

Ω

1
µ

curl J̃h · curl ṽh dΩ −

∫
Ω

J̃h · ṽh dΩ = 0 (6)

−

∫
Ω

Ãh · g̃h dΩ +
j
ω

∫
Ω

1
σ

J̃h · g̃h dΩ = 0 (7)

p
∫

Ω

div J0h div g0h dΩ = 0 (8)

for all (v0h, v12h, v13h, q1h, g0h, t2h) ∈ Vh,0 with Uh ⊂

H(curl,Ω), Vh ⊂ L2(Ωm), Wh ⊂ H1(Ωm), Mh ⊂

H(div,Ω), φ1 and φ2 ∈ H1
per(Ωm) and for a sufficiently

large p ∈ R.
The micro-scale currents curl(φ2T2) are divergence free.
To get a divergence free macro-scale current density J0h

the penalty term is required separately in the weak form.
The mixed formulation reproduces the eddy current dis-
tribution with the edge effect accurately as can be seen
in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Eddy currents in laminates, detail.
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